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For structured light system calibration, one popular approach is to treat the projector as an inverse camera. This is usually performed by projecting horizontal and vertical sequences of patterns to establish
one-to-one mapping between camera points and projector points. However, for a well-designed system,
either horizontal or vertical fringe images are not sensitive to depth variation and thus yield inaccurate
mapping. As a result, the calibration accuracy is jeopardized if a conventional calibration method is used.
To address this limitation, this paper proposes a novel calibration method based on optimal fringe angle
determination. Experiments demonstrate that our calibration approach can increase the measurement
accuracy up to 38% compared to the conventional calibration method with a calibration volume of
300H mm × 250W mm × 500D mm. © 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (120.0120) Instrumentation, measurement, and metrology; (120.2650) Fringe analysis;
(100.5070) Phase retrieval.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/AO.53.007942

1. Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) optical metrology has generated great popularity in fields of manufacturing industry, entertainment, and biomedical science [1].
A structured light system with digital fringe projection technology has drawn great attention from
researchers because it has a great potential to
achieve high-speed, high-resolution measurements
[2]. In such a system, it is crucial to accurately calibrate each device (e.g., camera, projector) since it
ultimately determines the measurement accuracy.
The camera calibration has been developed over a
long history with a variety of approaches [3–12].
However, the structured light system calibration is
more challenging since the system uses a projector.
Over the years, researchers have successfully developed different kinds of approaches to calibrate the
system either by evaluating the exact system parameters (i.e., positions, orientations) of each device (i.e.,
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camera, projector) [13–15], or by establishing
equations to relate the depth value with phase information [16–20]. Some recent advances create pixelto-pixel correspondence between the camera and
the projector using a four reference planes method
[21], or using a backward ray-tracing model [22].
Among all calibration approaches for structured
light systems, an important category is to treat the
projector as an inverse camera [23]. The enabling
technology was initiated by Zhang and Huang [24],
in which the projector is able to “capture” images like
a camera. This was realized by projecting a sequence
of horizontal and vertical patterns to establish oneto-one mapping between the camera and the projector. Following this approach, researchers have been
endeavored to increase the calibration accuracy
through linear interpolation [25], bundle adjustment
strategy [26], or residual error compensation framework [27]. Our recent research [28] has proved that
by virtually creating one-to-one mapping in phase
domain, the calibration can even be extended to a
system with an out-of-focus projector. However, the
methods belonging to this category are not trouble

Fig. 1. Illustration of a well-designed system. (a) System setup; (b) optimal fringe angle (vertical pattern); and (c) worst fringe angle
(horizontal pattern).

free since they all require horizontal and vertical
patterns. According to Wang and Zhang [29], once
the system is set up, there exists an optimal fringe
angle for pattern projection which is most sensitive
to depth variation, while its orthogonal fringe direction is regarded as the worst angle, which has almost
no response to depth variation. In practical experiments, either horizontal or vertical patterns are used
in most cases. Therefore, for a well-designed system,
the optimal fringe angle should be close to either
horizontal or vertical direction. Figure 1 shows an example of a well-designed system. In this case, if the
vertical pattern happened to be close to the optimal
angle, illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the other fringe direction will be the worst angle [see Fig. 1(c); the pattern
has no distortion], and vice versa. This could introduce a problem since the mapping between the camera points and projector points is performed in phase
domain; if the patterns are not sensitive to depth
variation, the phase obtained from different spatial
locations could lead to inaccurate mapping and thus
result in inaccurate calibration.
This paper presents a novel calibration framework that can accurately calibrate the structured
light system based on optimal fringe angle. It
aims at alleviating the aforementioned problem induced by the conventional calibration method, in
particular in a well-designed system. Experiments
will demonstrate that our novel calibration approach
can increase the measurement accuracy up to
38% compared to the conventional calibration
method with a calibration volume of 300H mm ×
250W mm × 500D mm.

where Pi; j denotes the intensity of the pixel in
ith row and jth column; and T is the fringe period.
Figure 2 shows some example patterns of different
fringe angle α with fringe period T  30 pixels. In
reality, the fringe pattern is slightly different since
it may be modified by its initial phase δt as
1
Pi; j; t  255 × f1  cosi cos α  j sin α
2
× 2π∕T  δtg;
0 ≤ α < π:

By properly modulating the initial phase δt, phaseshifting algorithms can be applied for phase retrieval
in 3D shape measurement. It is important to note
that to correct the nonlinear gamma effect of the projector, we applied an active gamma compensation
method as introduced in [30].
B. Least Squares Phase-Shifting Algorithm

Phase-shifting algorithms have been extensively
employed in 3D shape measurement owing to their
high speed and accuracy [31]. There are different
kinds of phase-shifting algorithms developed, including three-step, four-step, least squares, and so forth.
In general, the more steps used, the better the measurement accuracy that can be achieved. For least
squares phase-shifting algorithm, the kth projected
fringe image can be modeled as
I k x; y  I 0 x; y  I 00 x; y cosϕ  2kπ∕N;

Pattern Generation with Arbitrary Fringe Angle

A sinusoidal fringe pattern Pi; j with an arbitrary
fringe angle α can be represented as
1
Pi; j  255 × f1  cosi cos α  j sin α × 2π∕Tg;
2
0 ≤ α < π;
(1)

(3)

where I 0 x; y represents the average intensity,
I 00 x; y the intensity modulation, and ϕx; y the
phase to be solved for,

2. Principles
A.

(2)

"P
ϕx; y  tan

−1

N
k1 I k
PN
k1 I k

#
sin2kπ∕N
:
cos2kπ∕N

(4)

This equation provides the wrapped phase ranging
−π; π. To remove those 2π discontinuities and obtain an absolute phase, a temporal phase unwrapping algorithm is needed. In this research, we
adopted a three-frequency phase-shifting algorithm
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Fig. 2. Example patterns of different fringe angle α with fringe period T  30 pixels. (a) α  π∕4 rad; (b) α  π∕3 rad; (c) α  2π∕3 rad;
and (d) α  3π∕4 rad.

introduced in [32] for absolute phase retrieval. For all
experiments, including the calibration and the 3D
reconstruction (introduced in Sections 2.E and 2.F,
respectively), we used a set of nine-step (N  9)
phase-shifted patterns with fringe period of
T  18, and two additional sets of three-step (N  3)
phase-shifted patterns with fringe periods of T  21
and T  144 pixels. In total, 15 fringe images are
needed to retrieve the absolute phase. An example
of absolute phase retrieval using three-frequency
phase-shifting algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
C.

Determination of Optimal Fringe Angle

Figure 4 shows an example process of determining
the optimal fringe angle under a particular system
setup. As introduced in [29], the optimal fringe angle
of a particular system setup can be determined by
measuring a step-height object, shown in Fig. 4(a).
A sequence of horizontal and vertical patterns should
be projected first on a reference plane, and then on
the step-height object. After that, using the principle
introduced in Section 2.B, four different absolute
phase maps Φhr , Φvr , Φho , and Φvo can be obtained,

where Φhr and Φvr are the absolute phases of the
reference plane obtained, respectively, from horizontal and vertical patterns; Φho and Φvo are the corresponding absolute phases of the object. The
difference phase maps Φhd and Φvd , as shown in
Figs. 4(b)–4(c), can then be obtained by
Φhd  Φho − Φhr ;

(5)

Φvd  Φvo − Φvr :

(6)

Once the difference phase maps are obtained, the
phase differences ΔΦh and ΔΦv between the top and
the bottom surface of the step-height object on the
difference phase maps are needed, which can be
visualized in the corresponding cross sections shown
in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e). Finally, the optimal fringe
angle αopt is determined by
αopt  arctanΔΦv ∕ΔΦh :

(7)

Its orthogonal direction will be the worst fringe
angle.

Fig. 3. Absolute phase retrieval using three-frequency phase-shifting algorithm. (a) Picture of a spherical object; (b) wrapped phase map
obtained from patterns with fringe period T  18 pixels; (c) wrapped phase map obtained from patterns with fringe period T  21 pixels;
(d) wrapped phase map obtained from patterns with fringe period T  144 pixels; (e) unwrapped phase map by applying the threefrequency phase-shifting algorithm.

Fig. 4. Example of optimal fringe angle determination using a step-height object. (a) Photograph of the step-height object; (b) difference
phase map Φhd obtained from horizontal patterns; (c) difference phase map Φvd obtained from vertical patterns; (d) and (e) cross sections of
(b) and (c), respectively, to visualize ΔΦh and ΔΦv .
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D.

Pinhole Model of the Structured Light System

In this research, we adopted the standard pinhole
model as shown in Fig. 5 for our structured light
system, where the projector is regarded as an inverse
camera. Here, (ow ; xw , yw , zw ) denotes the world
coordinate system; (oc ; xc , yc , zc ) and (op ; xp , yp , zp ),
respectively, represent the camera and the projector
coordinate systems, while (oc0 ; uc , vc ) and (op0 ; up , vp )
are their corresponding image coordinate systems. f c
and f p stand for the focal lengths of the camera and
the projector. The model of the whole system can be
described using the following equations:
2

3
xw
u
6 yw 7
7
sc 4 vc 5  Ac Rc ; tc 6
4 zw 5 ;
1
1
2

c

3

2

2

(8)

3

3
xw
up
6 w7
6y 7
sp 4 vp 5  Ap Rp ; tp 6 w 7:
4z 5
1
1

(9)

Here, Rc ; tc  and Rp ; tp  are the camera and the projector extrinsic matrices that describe the rotation
(i.e., Rc , Rp ) and translation (i.e., tc , tp ) from the world
coordinate to their corresponding coordinate systems. Ac and Ap are the camera and the projector
intrinsic matrices, which can be expressed as
2

αc
c
4
A  0
0
2

αp

6
A 4 0
p

γc
βc
0

3
uc0
vc0 5;
1

γp

up0

β

vp0

p

(10)

3
7
5;

(11)

0 0 1
where αc , αp , βc , and βp are elements that imply the
focal lengths along uc, up , vc , and vp axes. γ c is the

skew factor of the uc and vc axes. γ p is the skew factor
of the up and vp axes.
In practice, the camera (or projector) lenses can
have nonlinear lens distortion, which is mainly composed of radial and tangential distortion coefficients.
The nonlinear distortion can be described as a vector
of five elements:
h
Dist  k1

k2

p1

p2

k3

iT

;

(12)

where k1 , k2 , and k3 represent the radial distortion
coefficients. Radial distortion can be corrected using
the following formula:
u0  u1  k1 r2  k2 r4  k3 r6 ;

(13)

v0  v1  k1 r2  k2 r4  k3 r6 :

(14)

Here, u; v and u0 ; v0 , respectively, stand for the
camera (or projector) point pcoordinate
before and

2
2
after correction, and r  u  v denotes the
Euclidean distance between the camera (or projector)
point and the origin. Similarly, tangential distortion
can be corrected using the following formula:
u0  u  2p1 uv  p2 r2  2u2 ;

(15)

v0  v  p1 r2  2v2   2p2 uv:

(16)

We coincided the world coordinate with the camera
coordinate to simplify the system model as follows:
Rc  E3 ;

tc  0;

(17)

Rp  R;

tp  t;

(18)

where E3 is a 3 × 3 identity matrix, and 0 is a 3 × 1
translation vector. R; t describes the translation and
rotation from the camera (or world) coordinate
system to the projector coordinate system, which
are the only extrinsic parameters that we have to
estimate.
E. System Calibration Procedures Using Optimal Fringe
Angle

Fig. 5. Pinhole model of the structured light system.

Essentially, the system calibration is to estimate the
intrinsic and the extrinsic matrices of the camera
and the projector. The camera can be calibrated using
different orientations of circle pattern images with
the standard OpenCV camera calibration toolbox.
The 6 × 15 circle pattern used in this research is
shown in Fig. 6, in which the circle centers were extracted as feature points. However, it is not straightforward to do so for the projector since the projector
cannot capture images by itself. Our previous calibration approach [28] has demonstrated that by creating one-to-one mapping in phase domain between
points in a camera and projector sensor, the projector
20 November 2014 / Vol. 53, No. 33 / APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 6. 6 × 15 circle pattern.

will be able to “capture” images like a camera, and
then similar calibration procedures can be applied
to the projector as calibrating a camera. In this
section, we will introduce our newly developed calibration procedure based on optimal fringe angle.
The major steps of this proposed calibration
approach are:
• Step 1: Optimal fringe angle determination. A
three-frequency phase-shifting method, as described
in Section 2.B, is used to retrieve the horizontal and
vertical absolute phases of both the step-height object and the reference plane. Then, following the
approach described in Section 2.C, the optimal fringe
angle αopt can be obtained.
• Step 2: Pattern generation. After the optimal
fringe angle αopt is obtained, we then determine that
patterns with two orthogonal directions αopt − π∕4
and αopt  π∕4 will be used for calibration. The reason for choosing these two angles is that the system
is equally sensitive to depth variation, reducing the
bias error for projector mapping generation. Then,
following the method introduced in Sections 2.A
and 2.B, we can generate the three-frequency
phase-shifted patterns in these two fringe directions
(i.e., αopt − π∕4 and αopt  π∕4).
• Step 3: Image capture. To calibrate the structured light system, both the actual circle pattern image and the fringe images should be captured for
each orientation of the calibration target. To start
with, a uniform white image as well as a sequence

of orthogonal fringe patterns with fringe angles of
αopt − π∕4 and αopt  π∕4 needs to be generated.
The circle pattern image is obtained by projecting
a uniform white image on to the calibration board.
The fringe images are obtained by projecting those
orthogonal fringe patterns on to the calibration
board. As introduced in Section 2.B, 15 fringe images
are required for absolute phase recovery. Therefore, a
total number of 31 images, including the circle pattern image and the fringe images from both pattern
directions, will be recorded for further analysis.
Figure 7 shows an example of image capturing when
the optimal fringe angle is close to π∕2, in which
Fig. 7(a) shows the captured image with pure white
image projection. Figures 7(b) and 7(c), respectively,
show the fringe images with fringe angles of αopt −
π∕4 and αopt  π∕4.
• Step 4: Camera instrinsic calibration. After capturing all images from different orientations of the
calibration target, then select all circle pattern images and extract the circle centers to estimate the
camera intrinsic parameters. Both the circle center
finding and the intrinsic calibration algorithms are
provided by the OpenCV camera calibration toolbox.
• Step 5: Projector circle center determination. For
each circle board orientation, we can obtain the absolute phase from patterns with orthogonal fringe
angles (i.e., αopt − π∕4 and αopt  π∕4). Suppose the
absolute phases obtained from fringe angles αopt −
π∕4 and αopt  π∕4 are, respectively, Φ1 and Φ2 , their
0
0
corresponding gradient directions are up and vp
(see Fig. 8). For each circle center, uc ; vc , found from
the previous step for this orientation, the correspond0
0
0
0
ing mapping point Aup ; vp  on up − O − vp coordinate system was determined by
0

up  Φ1 uc ; vc  × P∕2π;
0

vp  Φ2 uc ; vc  × P∕2π;

(19)
(20)

where P is the narrowest fringe period for the patterns used to retrieve the absolute phase (18 pixels
in this case). The phase values of the circle centers
were obtained through bilinear interpolation because of the subpixel accuracy of the circle center detection algorithm. Equations (19) and (20) simply

Fig. 7. Example of captured images. (a) Example of one captured fringe image with pure white image projection; (b) example of one
captured fringe image with a fringe angle of αopt − π∕4; (c) example of one captured fringe image with a fringe angle of αopt  π∕4.
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2x3

2

uc mc34 − mc14

3

6 c c
7
6 v m34 − mc24 7
4 y 5  HT H−1 HT 6
7
6 up mp − mp 7;
4
34
14 5
z
vp mp34 − mp24

(24)

where
2

Fig. 8. Illustration of coordinate system rotation.

convert phase to projector pixel. However, to reflect
the real projector pixel geometry, we need to transform the mapping point A into a new coordinate system up − O − vp , whose axes are in horizontal and
vertical directions. This transformation is actually
a rotation of the coordinate system through an angle
3π∕4 − αopt counterclockwise, as is shown in Fig. 8,
which can be described by


up
vp






cos3π∕4 − αopt 
− sin3π∕4 − αopt 

sin3π∕4 − αopt 
cos3π∕4 − αopt 




0
up
:
0
vp
(21)

After this coordinate transformation, the projector
circle center point Aup ; vp  can be uniquely determined from the camera circle center point uc ; vc .
• Step 6: Projector intrinsic calibration. Once the
projector circle center points are determined from
the previous step, the same calibration procedure
as camera calibration can be applied to estimate
the projector intrinsic parameters. Again, the
OpenCV camera calibration toolbox is utilized here.
• Step 7: Extrinsic calibration. As discussed in
Section 2.D, the world coordinate system coincides
with the camera coordinate system, which means
that we only have to estimate the rotation R and
the translation t from camera (or world) coordinate
to projector coordinate. Therefore, the extrinsic
matrix R; t can be estimate using the OpenCV stereo
calibration toolbox together with the intrinsic
parameters obtained in previous steps.

F.

3D Reconstruction Based on Calibration

Equations (17) and (18) describes the system model.
These equations can be further simplified as follows:
Mc  Ac E3 ; 0;

(22)

Mp  Ap R; t;

(23)

where Mc and Mp are the camera and the projector
matrices, respectively, which combine their corresponding intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. These
matrices are uniquely determined once the system
is calibrated. From Eqs. (8) and (9) and Eqs. (22)
and (23), we can deduce that

mc11 − uc mc31
6 mc21 − uc mc31
H6
4 mp11 − up mp31
mp21 − up mp31

mc12 − uc mc32
mc22 − uc mc32
mp12 − up mp32
mp22 − up mp32

3
mc13 − uc mc33
mc23 − uc mc33 7
7:
mp13 − up mp33 5
mp23 − up mp33
(25)

Here, mcij and mpij are the camera and the projector
matrix elements in ith row and jth column, respectively. Using Eqs. (24) and (25), the 3D geometry
in world coordinate system can be reconstructed
based on calibration.
3. Experiments
A. System Setup

The test system includes a DLP projector (Dell
M109S) and a digital CCD camera (Jai Pulnix
TM-6740CL). The projector resolution is 800 × 600
with a projection distance of 0.6–2.4 m and a lens
of F/2.0, f  16.67 mm. The digital micromirror device (DMD) used in the projector is a 0.45 in. Type
Y chip. The camera uses a 12 mm focal length megapixel lens (Computar M1214-MP2) at F/1.4 to 16C.
The camera has a resolution of 640 × 480 with a
maximum frame rate of 200 frames/sec. The camera
pixel size is 7.4 μm × 7.4 μm.
To better demonstrate the significance of our
proposed method, particularly in a well-designed
system, we set up the test system close to the scenario shown in Fig. 1, where the optimal fringe angle
is set close to αopt  π∕2. Therefore, for our proposed
method, the pattern fringe angles used for calibration will be αopt − π∕4  π∕4 and αopt  π∕4  3π∕4.
Then we did the calibration and 3D reconstruction
using our proposed method and compared it with
the conventional method that uses horizontal and
vertical patterns. Here, we used three different
orientations of the calibration board to calibrate
the system, and the volume used for calibration is
300H mm × 250W mm × 500D mm. For each
calibration pose and each measured object, we first
project fringe patterns with fringe angles of αopt −
π∕4  π∕4 and αopt  π∕4  3π∕4, and then project
horizontal and vertical patterns. The camera capturing is properly synchronized with pattern projection.
As already mentioned in Section 2.B, the fringe periods used for all absolute phases retrieval are T  18,
T  21, and T  144 pixels. For the system we developed, we only considered the radial distortion, as explained in Section 2.D, of both the camera lens and
the projector lens. We have examined the reprojection errors of the camera and projector under both
20 November 2014 / Vol. 53, No. 33 / APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 9. Reprojection errors caused by nonlinear lens distortion. (a) Error for the camera (std: 0.063 pixels); (b) error for the projector if
using horizontal and vertical patterns (std: 0.090 pixels); and (c) error for the projector if using patterns with fringe angles of αopt − π∕4 and
αopt  π∕4 (std: 0.088 pixels).

calibration methods, as shown in Fig. 9, showing that
this simplified model is sufficient to describe our
system, since the errors for both the camera and
the projector are all within 0.25 pixels. It is important to note that the reprojection error is to quantify
the intrinsic parameter calibration error caused by
subpixel circle center detection and/or circle pattern
manufacturing error. However, the reprojection error
is not sufficient to describe the accuracy of the system because triangulation involves extrinsic parameter calibration. The following sections (3.B and 3.C)
will examine the accuracy of the two calibration
methods by measuring real-world 3D objects.
B.

3D Shape Measurement of a Spherical Object

To evaluate the calibration accuracy of our proposed method, we first measured a spherical object,
as shown in Fig. 10(a). We captured the fringe
images using horizontal and vertical patterns [see
Figs. 10(b) and 10(c)], as well as using patterns with
fringe angles of αopt − π∕4 and αopt  π∕4 (i.e., π∕4 and
3π∕4) [see Figs. 10(d) and 10(e)]. From the camera
point of view, it is clear that the horizontal pattern
has almost no distortion, which means that it is almost insensitive to any depth variation, while the
patterns in other directions are evidently distorted.
To illustrate the influence that the choice of fringe
angles has on calibration accuracy, we reconstructed
the 3D shape of the spherical object under both calibration methods, as shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(f).
To quantify the calibration accuracies, we took two
orthogonal cross sections of the reconstructed 3D

shapes and fit them with ideal circles, as shown in
Figs. 11(b) and 11(c) and in Figs. 11(g) and 11(h).
Their corresponding error plots are shown in
Figs. 11(d) and 11(e) and in Figs. 11(i) and 11(j).
From the reconstructed 3D shape obtained from horizontal and vertical patterns, we can see that one of
the two cross sections deviates quite a bit from the
ideal circle [see Fig. 11(d)], with a root mean square
(rms) error of 111.4 μm, albeit the other direction is
still reasonable [see Fig. 11(e)], with an rms error of
86.0 μm. While both directions agree well with the
ideal circles, when using our proposed method [see
Figs. 11(i) and 11(j)], with rms errors of 69.0 μm
and 72.7 μm, we can improve the conventional
method by 38% and 15%, respectively.
C. 3D Shape Measurement of an Object with Complex
Surface Geometry

To visually demonstrate the advantage that our
newly proposed calibration method has over the conventional method, we also measured an object with
complex surface geometry [Fig. 12(a)] under the
same system setup. Figures 12(b) and 12(c) show
the reconstructed 3D shape under conventional
calibration method (with horizontal and vertical patterns) and under our newly proposed method (with
fringe angles of αopt − π∕4 and αopt  π∕4), respectively. To better visualize their differences, we
magnified the same area [see the red bounding boxes
in Figs. 12(a)–12(c)] of both the original picture and
the 3D results, and the zoom-in views are shown in
Figs. 12(d)–12(f). From the zoom-in views, we can see

Fig. 10. Example of captured fringe images of the spherical object. (a) Original picture of the spherical object; (b) captured image using
horizontal fringe pattern (i.e., α  0); (c) captured image using vertical pattern (i.e., α  π∕2); (d) captured image with pattern fringe angle
of α  π∕4; and (e) captured image with pattern fringe angle of α  3π∕4.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of measurement results of the spherical surface. (a) Reconstructed 3D result using horizontal and vertical patterns;
(b) and (c) two orthogonal cross sections of the 3D result shown in (a) and the ideal circles; (d) and (e) the corresponding errors estimated
based on (b) and (c) with rms errors of 111.4 μm and 86.0 μm, respectively; (f)–(j) corresponding results of (a)–(e) using patterns with fringe
angles of αopt − π∕4 and αopt  π∕4. The rms errors estimated in (i) and (j) are 69.0 μm and 72.7 μm, respectively.

Fig. 12. Measurement results of an object with complex geometry. (a) The original picture of the object; (b) reconstructed 3D result using
horizontal and vertical patterns; (c) reconstructed 3D result using patterns with fringe angles of αopt − π∕4 and αopt  π∕4; (d)–(f) corresponding zoom-in views of (a)–(c) within the areas shown in the red bounding boxes.
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that the result obtained from the conventional
method [Fig. 12(e)] shows less detailed structure
in the vertical direction. In other words, the supposedly segmented small features [Fig. 12(d)] are vertically connected. However, the result obtained using
our proposed method [see Fig. 12(f)] well preserves
the detailed structures (i.e., the small features are
well segmented). This experiment further proves
that our proposed calibration approach can enhance
the performance of the conventional calibration
approach.
4. Conclusion

This paper has presented a novel calibration framework for a structured light system. Different from
conventional calibration approaches, in which horizontal and vertical patterns are used, our proposed
approach can further enhance the accuracy of the
structured light system calibration, in particular
for a well-designed system. For a calibration volume
of 300H mm × 250W mm × 500D mm, our calibration approach can indeed improve the accuracy
of the conventional calibration method up to 38%.
The experiment results have proved the success of
our calibration framework.
The authors of this paper would like to thank Ying
Xu and Chen Gong for the assistance in SolidWorks
modeling and photograph shooting.
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